
Puppet Hire Details
Welcome to Rehearsal Room and we thank you for you enquiry about sharing our wonderful theatrical 
fluff creations with the full production set of Avenue Q the Musical puppets. Each puppet has been 
constructed by professional puppet makers who have spent countless hours crafting each and every 
piece to produce the best possible ‘actors’. These puppets will comply with your Hal Leonard licence 
agreement as they have been reproduced from the original Broadway designs. In fact Mr Rick Lyons 
gave us some advice when we needed it.

Please don’t hesitate to contact us on 0414 671 676 to see how we can assist your production to  
provide an amazing experience for your theatre company. Welcome to Avenue Q (The actors edition)

E V E N T  C O - O R D I N A T I O N 
T H E A T R E  P R O D U C T I O N  &  D E S I G N



Princeton
There are 3 production puppets used for Princeton.  
Each is supplied with one hand rod and timber stands if  
required.
He is made from hand dyed Antron Fleece and is a single rod 
puppet

Princeton 1:
* Doubles in a few scenes
* He comes complete with graduation robes, mitre board hat and 
degree
* He has a singlet for ‘Loud as the Hell you Want’ and a change of 
clothes for the Newcomer in the finale.
* His hands a fully wired so he can act and put his finger up as the 
Newcomer

Princeton 2:
* Dressed as below and used exclusively for the main Princeton 
scenes

Princeton 3:
* Permanently dressed in a black suit and Jewish Kamaka for  
Christmas Eve and Brian’s Wedding

Kate Monster
There are 3 production puppets used for Kate Monster.  
Each is supplied with one hand rod and timber stands if required
Kate has been constructed from a soft fur and is able to be 
brushed carefully

Kate 1:
* She is dressed in this costume throughout the performance

Kate 2:
*  She is ‘brushed’ appropriately for her nude scene, with all her ‘as-
sets’ showing for ‘Loud as the Hell you Want’.

Kate 3:
* Permanently dressed in a pretty black sequinned dress for Christ-
mas Eve and Brian’s Wedding which of course leads into ‘Fine Fine 
Line’



Rod
There are 3 production puppets used for Rod.  
Each is supplied with two hand rod and timber stands if  
required.
He is made from hand dyed Antron Fleece and is a double rod 
puppet

Rod 1:
* Dressed in his business suit
* He comes with his musical book he reads to Nicki

Rod 2:
* This puppet doubles with Rod’s special pyjamas and with a T-Shirt 
and Flannelette shirt for his ‘coming out’ casual scene

Rod 3:
* Permanently dressed in a stylish suit and Jewish Kamaka for  
Christmas Eve and Brian’s Wedding

Nicki/Ricki
There are 4 production puppets used for Nicki/Ricki.  
Each is supplied with a one handed rod and timber stands if 
required.
He is made from hand dyed Antron Fleece 

Two puppets are two handed and there is a rod puppet as well

Nicki 1:
* This is the main two handed puppet that doubles with an old cardi-
gan and a baseball hat when he is ‘down on his luck’

Nicki 2:
* This puppet has been made with his stripped pyjamas. He also has 
an eye guard to use to show he is sleeping

Nicki 3:
* Permanently dressed in a stylish suit and Jewish Kamaka for  
Christmas Eve and Brian’s Wedding
* This is a rod puppet as it is used exclusively for this scene only

Ricki:
* Ricki is an exact copy of Nicki but with hand sculptured muscles and 
dressed as Rod only will love
* He is a single rod puppet





Trekkie Monster
There are 3 production puppets used for Trekkie.  
Each is made from imported Mongolian fur

Two puppets are two handed and there is a single head/body 
only 

Trekkie 1 & 2:
* These are duplicate puppets to allow the human actors to appear 
and disappear at various points around the stage area.

Trekkie 3:
* This Trekkie is now as detailed as he appeared out of a trap door so 
the audience believed that Trekkie could appear from random places

Lucy the Slut
There are 3 production puppets used for Lucy.  
Each is supplied with one hand rod and timber stands if  
required.
She is made from hand dyed Antron Fleece and is a single rod 
puppet

Lucy 1:
* Dressed in the sequinned blue dress
* Comes with designer pink ostrich feather boa
* She has an extra special effect as her breast tassles electronically 
rotate at the finale of her scene
* This effect is specatular but requires carefull use as fur/fabrics can 
tangle around the battery pack
* She has the Lucy name necklace, red fake nails and earrings

Lucy 2:
* Dressed in the leaoprad skin skirt and tight fitting top

Lucy 3:
* Doubles in the ‘Morning After Scene with Princeton’, ‘Empire state 
scene under a blanket and the ‘virginal Lucy’
* Has both a bath robe, that shows her lacy bra, her fur jacket and 
dress



Bad Idea Bears
There are 1 production puppet for each of the two bears
Each is supplied with two hand rods that are able to swing and timber stands if required.
They are made from synthetic Fleece and are double rod puppets
Care needs to be taken with this fabric as they do shed fur.

Mrs Thistletwat
There is production puppet used Mrs T.wat 
It is supplied with a timber stands if required.
She is made from hand dyed Antron Fleece 

This puppet is a two hander.

*Cigartettes and her drip were made from props



Purpose Boxes
There are 8 production puppet boxes
They were made at NIDA specifically for us. All have operating mouths and some also having 
moving eyes.
All come with handles
The size of each box is 50cm square

Extra Characters
As enthusiastic puppet makers we have created other characters that can be used to fill scenes or 
for ensemble members to use. They are licence free and made from the same fabrics as other the 
principal puppets

These puppets have been used in the opening sequence video as street roles

Photos available if you wish

Maria
Dick
Speedington
Fuzzy
Brooklyn
Rob the Builder
Spaghetti
Cabbage



Videos
* All of the animations required for your Avenue Q are available to hire as well.

* They are quite generic and whatever you see on Youtube, these are similar in style but easily 
available to use.

* They can be simply uploaded and used as MPEGS in a high resolution format.

* They were created by a professional animator who is more than happy to alter one of them with 
your own Brian, Christmas Eve and Gary as this is specific to each cast in your show. I have added 
his Showreel so you can see the standard of the work produced for us.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIzVCa3z65U

* If you wish to have a look at them all before you hire them we can send some Youtube links so it 
makes it much easier for you to watch each one. We are unable to publish them publicly for copyright 
reasons of course

Rehearsal Puppets
* Finally, we have a set of rehearsal puppets for each character that you can use from the very first 
rehearsal until the delivery of your production puppets arrives.

* They are very similar to the actual puppets but will allow your actors to get used to the skills re-
quired for this production from day one.

* These are an extra charge but well worth the money so when the ‘real thing’ arrives, you are ready 
to perform and showcase your puppetry skills.
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